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YEAR 9 SPECIALISM OVERVIEW
"We learn purposefully by cultivating curiosity, being reflective
and making real-world connections."
Beaumaris Secondary College 2018

The Year 9 curriculum at Beaumaris Secondary College is organised into Core and Specialisms. Each course is aligned
to the F-10 Victorian Curriculum which is structured as a continuum across levels of learning. This approach allows
students to choose their specialisms giving them greater ownership and commitment to their education. Students
should consider all the specialism offered and select courses that will give them a breadth of experience and allow
them to identify their academic strengths and interests. Students will be supported through this process by their
GOAL mentor.




All students will study Communicate and Relate, Mathematics, Innovate and GOAL as compulsory year-long
courses.
All students will study at least one semester of BEST.
All students will have an opportunity to study courses from the following specialism areas:
- Specialism 1: Design & Technology
- Specialism 2: The Arts
- Specialism 3: Our World
- Specialism 4: Health & PE
- Specialism 5: Languages (Year-Long Specialism)

Students must select at least one specialism from Design & Technology, The Arts, Our World and Health & PE.
Core
Sessions per Week
Communicate and Relate
3 sessions
Students must select one course each semester.
Mathematics
All students will study mathematics as a year-long learning area. They
3 sessions
will also have an opportunity to study a mathematics specialism.
BEST
3 sessions
All students must complete at least one semester of BEST.
Innovate

1 session

GOAL

1 session

Specialism Areas
Specialism One
Design & Technology
Specialism Two
The Arts
Specialism Three
Our World
Specialism Four
Healthy Lifestyles
Specialism Five
Languages (Year-Long Specialism)

Sessions per Week
3 sessions
3 sessions
3 sessions
3 sessions
3 sessions

Students will be required to study 20 sessions per week.
Across the course of a year, students must select a specialism from each Specialism Area.
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WHICH PATHWAY WILL I CHOOSE?
EXAMPLES :
Student A
Semester 1
Communicate
& Relate
Mathematics
Innovate
GOAL
Specialism 1:
BEST
Specialism 2:
Healthy
Lifestyles
Specialism 3:
The Arts
Specialism 4:
Our World

Student B

Student C

Semester 2
Communicate
& Relate
Mathematics
Innovate
GOAL
Specialism 1:
Design &
Technology
Specialism 2:
Healthy
Lifestyles
Specialism 3:
The Arts

Semester 1
Communicate
& Relate
Mathematics
Innovate
GOAL
Specialism 1:
Languages

Semester 2
Communicate
& Relate
Mathematics
Innovate
GOAL
Specialism 1:
Languages

Semester 1
Communicate
& Relate
Mathematics
Innovate
GOAL
Specialism 1:
BEST

Semester 2
Communicate
& Relate
Mathematics
Innovate
GOAL
Specialism 1:
BEST

Specialism 2:
BEST

Specialism 2:
Our World

Specialism 2:
Coding

Specialism 2:
Coding

Specialism 3:
The Arts

Specialism 3:
The Arts

Specialism 3:
The Arts

Specialism 4:
Mathematics
Specialism

Specialism 4:
Design &
Technology

Specialism 4:
Healthy
Lifestyles

Specialism 4:
Our World

Specialism 3:
Design &
Technology
Specialism 4:
Healthy
Lifestyles

C AREER TARGETS
Career targets have been included to provide visual representations of a selection of
occupations that have some relation to the learning area you have selected. The four
education and training levels are to be used as a guide only. These levels indicate the most
common education and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
Level 1:
Usually has a skill level equal to the completion of Year 10, a Senior Secondary Certificate of Education, Certificate I
or II. Australian Apprenticeships may be offered at this level.
Level 2:
Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV, or at least three years relevant experience. Australian
Apprenticeships may be offered at this level.
Level 3:
Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through TAFEs or
Registered Training Organisations. Some universities offer studies at this level.
Level 4:
Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Bachelor Degree or higher qualification. Study is often undertaken at a
university.
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CORE STUDIES
C OMMUNICATE & R ELATE
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Reading and Viewing
Students analyse the ways that text structures can be manipulated for effect. They analyse and explain how images;
vocabulary choices and language features distinguish the work of individual authors. They evaluate and integrate
ideas and information from texts to form their own interpretations. They select evidence from the text to analyse
and explain how language choices and conventions are used to influence an audience.
Writing
Students understand how to use a variety of language features to create different levels of meaning. They understand
how interpretations can vary by comparing their responses to texts to the responses of others. In creating texts
students demonstrate how manipulating language features and images can create innovative texts. They create texts
that respond to issues interpreting and integrating ideas from other texts. They edit for effect, selecting vocabulary
and grammar that contribute to the precision and persuasiveness of texts and using accurate spelling and
punctuation.
Speaking and Listening
Students listen for ways texts position an audience. They understand how to use a variety of language features to
create different levels of meaning. They understand how interpretations can vary by comparing their responses to
texts to the responses of others. In creating texts, students demonstrate how manipulating language features and
images can create innovative texts. They create texts that respond to issues, interpreting and integrating ideas from
texts. They make presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, comparing and evaluating
responses to ideas and issues.
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C OMMUNICATE & R ELATE
Course Overview
Students must select one Communicate and Relate course in each semester.
Name

Walk the Talk

Games as Texts

Be an Author

The Greatest Novels of
all Time

Outline
Students will explore the ways in which language is used by individuals and groups,
and how this reflects our thinking and values. They will develop their understanding of
how identity is produced through language and the metalanguage used to describe our
language. Some areas of study are:
 Metalanguage
 Language acquisition
 Language change
This specialism is informed by the discipline of linguistics. Students will analyse
transcripts, and produce their own using prosodic feature descriptors, and they will
look at how language is formed and has changed through a research project into an
English-speaking group.
Students will explore how games use narrative to convey stories. This includes the use
of table-top, RPGs and video games. They will read, write and discuss a variety of
games in terms of their narrative structure, specifically their narrative use of Joseph
Campbell’s ‘The Hero’s Journey’ structure. Some areas of study are:
 Creative Writing: producing your own ‘one-shot’ DnD narrative.
 Forming an Opinion: writing persuasively on the benefits of playing video
games.
 Textual Analysis: using Socratic circles to discuss narrative elements, central
messages and intertextuality found in various games.
There might be some opportunities to play some games in this specialism, however at
its core, this subject is an English based unit. Games are the texts and they replace your
traditional English texts of novels, poetry and films.
Students will engage in an extensive creative writing program where they are able to
plan, draft, edit and publish their unique creative work. They will receive feedback
from their peers, share ideas and write collaboratively. Students will have almost
complete autonomy in form and genre of their writing. Some key areas of study are:
 Creative approaches to gaining inspiration.
 Drafting and editing procedures.
 Cohesion and coherence.
The unit gives students a taste of what it means to be a writer. Their work will
culminate in students selecting pieces of their work to be published into an anthology
for them to keep.
Students will explore what makes a novel a classic text. For centuries, some novels
have stood the test of time and have been read and re-read for decades. This
specialism will allow students the opportunity to study the historical and cultural
context of novels and how texts are open to multiple interpretations. Students will
investigate the author’s intent and the impact of language on the reader.
Students will read two texts a semester and engage in the reading of supporting
material to develop their understanding of the text. They will engage in book club style
discussions, write creatively and analytically and present persuasive speeches relating
to the texts.
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Good and Evil

Cultural Lens

Film as Text

Calling all students who hold strong convictions, like to argue, and want to sharpen
their skills and thinking on the things that matter most to them. In this unit, students
will learn to think clearly about the Philosophy of Ethics (what is morally right and
wrong). They will be introduced to the fundamentals of philosophical argument and
learn the major categories of ethical thinking. They will investigate a wide range of
ethical dilemmas surrounding when (if ever) it’s ok to kill other people, animal welfare,
love, refugees, the environment, and much more.
Students will create their own ethical dilemmas and use them to poll and collect data
on the ethical viewpoints and reasoning of their peers. They will also investigate and
hypothesise about how and why our ethical convictions change when these dilemmas
are modified. By the end of the unit, students will broaden their minds and sharpen
their skills in understanding, expressing and evaluating the major ethical concerns of
our time.
Students will investigate and engage in inquiry surrounding the issues of race and
ethnicity stemming from fiction and non-fiction texts. They will consider the wider
context of culturally diverse songs, films, graphic novels and novels, including:
 Authorial intent
 Temporal and geographical context
 Cultural and social impact
Using a critical lens, students will consider the changing portrayal of people and
cultures over time. They will have the opportunity to investigate a text of their own
choice and apply their intercultural knowledge and understanding and critical and
creative thinking skills.
Students will explore the structure and impact of a variety of films, including current
blockbusters and culturally significant films of the 21st and 20th Century. Film as Text
prompts students to critically and creatively engage with the films they consume. In
addition, students will consider authentic written texts, such as reviews and critiques.
They will analyse and produce written and spoken responses to a variety of visual texts
including:
 feature films
 comics
 graphic novels
On a regular basis, students will be required to reflect on the visual mediums they
consume. This unit culminates in students investigating a feature film of their choosing,
using the analytical skills developed throughout this unit. They will have the
opportunity to attend a viewing of a feature film using modern technologies such as
3D and 4D and consider the impact this has on the reception of a text.
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CORE STUDIES
MATHEMATICS
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Number and Algebra
Students apply the index laws using integer indices to variables and numbers, express numbers in scientific notation,
solve problems involving very small and very large numbers, and check the order of magnitude of calculations. They
solve problems involving simple interest. Students use the distributive law to expand algebraic expressions, including
binomial expressions, and simplify a range of algebraic expressions. They find the distance between two points on
the Cartesian plane and the gradient and midpoint of a line segment using a range of strategies including the use of
digital technology. Students sketch and draw linear and non-linear relations, solve simple related equations and
explain the relationship between the graphical and symbolic forms, with and without the use of digital technology.
Measurement and Geometry
Students solve measurement problems involving perimeter and area of composite shapes, surface area and volume
of rectangular prisms and cylinders, with and without the use of digital technology. They relate three-dimensional
objects to two-dimensional representations. Students explain similarity of triangles, interpret ratios and scale factors
in similar figures, and apply Pythagoras's theorem and trigonometry to solve problems involving angles and lengths
in right-angled triangles.
Statistics and Probability
Students compare techniques for collecting data from primary and secondary sources, and identify questions and
issues involving different data types. They construct histograms and back-to-back stem-and-leaf plots with and
without the use of digital technology. Students identify mean and median in skewed, symmetric and bi-modal
displays and use these to describe and interpret the distribution of the data. They calculate relative frequencies to
estimate probabilities. Students list outcomes for two-step experiments and assign probabilities for those outcomes
and related events.
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MATHEMATICS
Specialisms Overview
All students will study Mathematics.
Students may choose to study ‘An Introduction to Calculus’ as an additional Mathematics specialism.
Name

An Introduction to
Calculus

Outline
Students will use their understanding of gradient and algebra, along with their graphing
skills, to explore the fundamentals of calculus. They will consolidate their knowledge of
linear functions before investigating, in significant detail, quadratic and cubic functions.
They will learn to sketch them, paying particularly close attention to their basic shape
and the location of their axial intercepts. Lastly, and arguably most significantly, they will
learn how to determine the steepness of these functions at any point, using calculus
techniques. They will use these skills to determine the exact location of a function’s
stationary points which will make their sketch graphs much more accurate and will give
them a greater appreciation of the way these functions behave. They will also use their
newly acquired abilities in calculus to solve real world problems.

CORE STUDIES
I NNOVATE > EXTENDED I NVESTIGATION
Students’ develop understanding of what constitutes a good research question. They develop an ethical, robust,
disciplined and rational approach to gathering, interpreting and evaluating evidence in order to answer the research
question. Students consider how research questions are developed and refined to enable the researcher to address
the key issues proposed by the research within the limits that time and resources impose.
The skills that students develop in this study are
transferable to any higher education course or
vocational education and training program. Key skills,
knowledge and understandings from the Digital
Technologies curriculum will also be addressed in this
course. By the end of Level 9, students explain the
control and management of networked digital
systems and the data security implications of the
interaction between hardware, software and users.
Students explain simple data compression, and why
content data are separated from presentation. They
take account of privacy and security requirements
when selecting and validating data and use digital
systems to analyse, visualise and model salient
aspects of data. Students share and collaborate
online, establishing protocols for the legal and safe
use, transmission and maintenance of data and
projects.

CORE STUDIES
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GOAL
Students will develop authentic and positive
relationships between students, staff and parents.
They will explore issues related to their wellbeing,
including mental health awareness. In Year 9, the
focus will be on making connections, building
relationships with community services in order to
make a difference in their local community.
Students will have the opportunity to link their
community service to their Innovate extended
investigation project.

CORE STUDIES
BEST
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students analyse how models and theories have
developed over time and discuss the factors that
prompted their review. They predict how future
applications of science and technology may affect
people’s lives. They explain the concept of energy
conservation and model energy transfer and
transformation within systems. They analyse how
biological systems function and respond to external
changes with reference to the interdependencies
between individual components, energy transfers and
flows of matter. They evaluate the evidence for scientific
theories that explain the origin of the Universe and the
diversity of life on Earth. They explain the role of DNA
and genes in cell division and genetic inheritance. They
apply geological timescales to elaborate their
explanations of both natural selection and evolution.
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They explain how similarities in the chemical behaviour of
elements and their compounds, and their atomic structures
are represented in the way the periodic table has been
constructed. They compare the properties of a range of
elements representative of the major groups and periods in
the periodic table. They use atomic symbols and balanced
chemical equations to summarise chemical reactions,
including neutralisation and combustion. They explain
natural radioactivity in terms of atoms and energy change.
They explain how different factors influence the rate of
reactions. They explain global features and events in terms
of geological processes and timescales and describe and
analyse interactions and cycles within and between Earth’s
spheres. They give both qualitative and quantitative
explanations of the relationships between distance, speed,
acceleration, mass and force to predict and explain motion.
They use the concepts of voltage and current to explain the
operation of electric circuits and use a field model to explain
interactions between magnets.
Students develop questions and hypotheses that can be investigated using a range of inquiry skills. They
independently design and improve appropriate methods of investigation including the control and accurate
measurement of variables and systematic collection of data. They explain how they have considered reliability,
precision, safety, fairness and ethics in their methods and identify where digital technologies ca n be used to enhance
the quality of data. They analyse trends in data, explain relationships between variables and identify sources of
uncertainty. When selecting evidence and developing and justifying conclusions, they account for inconsistencies in
results and identify alternative explanations for findings. Students evaluate the validity and reliability of claims made
in secondary sources with reference to currently held scientific views, the quality of the methodology and the
evidence cited. They construct evidence-based arguments and use appropriate scientific language, representations
and balanced chemical equations when communicating their findings and ideas for specific purposes.

BEST
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Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one BEST specialism.
Name

Survival Skills

Marine Sanctuary

Our Landscapes

The DNA of Building
Dinosaurs

Outline
Students will discover the relationship between the chemical and physical sciences and
the world around them. In this unit, they will develop a range of real-world survival skills,
appreciating how their understanding of science can be applied to safely and reliably
manipulate the world around them.
They will develop their understanding of:
 Electric circuits, repair and diagnosis
 Chemical reactions, and factors which affect them
 Motion and forces, tools and shelters
This unit will challenge students to be resourceful and creative in designing survival kits,
tools and shelters, using their knowledge of chemistry and physics to guide them. They
will learn Indigenous Australian and International tool-making techniques, investigating
the processes behind each. They will have the opportunity to showcase their practical
skills and knowledge on an overnight camp. This unit will give students a firm basis for
chemical and physical sciences for VCE, whilst providing context and application for their
knowledge.
Students study the environment at Rickett’s Point Marine Sanctuary with the purpose of
understanding the marine ecosystem and the human impact on this ecosystem. Through
a focus on marine species students develop an understanding of the organisation of
multicellular organisms and their body systems. Students use this knowledge to develop
a deeper understanding of adaptations of organisms, interrelationships between species
and factors that affect populations in an ecosystem. In the field they will use population
sampling to explore their own questions regarding the distribution of intertidal species
at Rickett’s Point. Students will also study natural changes and the effects of human
impact on the ecosystem at Ricketts Point. The studies will include an
experiential/practical component where students will attend excursions/field trips to
Rickett’s Point Marine Sanctuary including snorkelling trips at different dive sites
(including Portsea), intertidal reef sampling and the investigation of environment
impacts.
Students investigate and explore Environmental Science in a local context. This
specialism will cover aspects of catchment hydrology, freshwater ecology, assessment of
local rivers, streams and wetlands. Classification of aquatic and terrestrial organisms of
Bayside and local food webs are also included. Students will participate in the Beaumaris
Secondary College wetland assessment and monitoring program where data collection
will contribute towards long term management of the wetland. Local professional
experts will work with the students undertaking investigations and fieldwork of the
history and geology of local landforms, Integrated Pest plant and animal Management
(IPM) and Long Hollow Heathland bushland and vegetation management and
maintenance. Experiences: Botanic Gardens Herbarium visit and/or Cranbourne Botanic
Gardens Port Phillip Catchment Fieldwork experience Water watch sampling of
Karkarook and or Edithvale Wetlands with Parks Vic Fossil hunting at Beaumaris Bay Bats
of Long Hollow reconnaissance
Students will consider the science behind Jurassic Park to frame their study of DNA,
Biotechnology, Inheritance and Evolution. Students will learn about the structure of DNA
and its role in inheritance. They will use case studies to investigate Mendelian
Inheritance where they will observe the development of embryos in Zebra Fish and will
use computer simulations to model the reproduction of Fruit Flies. Students will
investigate different processes for manipulating DNA where they will perform
experiments cutting DNA samples and studying the fragments using Gel Electrophoresis.
Students will also investigate and present on the ethics of biotechnology. Students will
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CSI:
Crime Scene
Investigation

Cooking with Chemistry

The Big Bang

build on their understanding of DNA and inheritance to investigate and model natural
selection as a process of evolution. They will complete field trips to investigate evidence
for evolution at the fossil sites of Beaumaris Bay and to Inverloch to visit the Dinosaur
footprint site.
Students will explore the various stages and aspects of a criminal investigation from
collecting evidence through to the court case. They will investigate the characteristics
and factors of well-known criminals and collect forensic evidence.
Students will explore the roles involved in a crime scene analysis as well as examine the
structure and types of court rooms. They will showcase their newly acquired knowledge
of the processes involved in a crime scene investigation through their participation in a
mock criminal court case.
Students will explore the chemistry of food through scientific investigation and practical
activities.
They will develop their understanding of:
 The types of chemical reactions.
 Factors which influence the rate of chemical reaction.
 How to write and balance chemical reactions.
 Types of chemical bonds.
Students will explore chemical structure and properties through researching and cooking
with common ingredients such as sugar and baking agents. They will investigate
metabolic pathways as well as examine associated health implications. Students will use
their newfound knowledge to create design solutions for a chosen food related issue.
Students will investigate how the Big Bang Theory can be used to explain the origin of
the Universe. They will explore how the Universe contains features including galaxies,
stars, and the solar systems. They will learn about the fundamental laws and forces of
physics. Students will investigate thermodynamics and the energy flow in the Earth’s
atmosphere. They will be introduced to Quantum physics which is the study of behaviour
of matter and energy at the molecular, nuclear and even smaller microscopic levels. They
will learn about numerous scientific ideas such as String Theory, Schrodinger’s’ Cat, Bell’s
Theorem, Hawking Radiation and Einstein’s Theory of Relativity. They will create a model
and report on a selected physics phenomenon.
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SPECIALISMS – THE ARTS
C REATIVE VISUAL > VISUAL ARTS
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students analyse and evaluate how artists communicate ideas
and convey meaning in artworks. Students identify the
influences of other artists and analyse connections between
techniques, processes and visual conventions in artworks to
develop their own art practice. They select, and manipulate
materials, techniques, processes, visual conventions and
technologies to express ideas and viewpoints in their
artworks. Students analyse and evaluate artworks and
exhibitions from different cultures, times and places, and
discuss how ideas and beliefs are interpreted by audiences.

V ISUAL ARTS
Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts.
Name

The Heart of it

Life Through the Lens

ART-iculate

Outline

Students will explore their own artistic practice and scaffold their creative ideas through
real world issues. They will develop their critical and creative thinking through
purposeful explorations including:
 Artists
 Materials
 Techniques
Students will thoroughly develop a portfolio that includes a project proposal, multiple
artists’ research and experimentation with materials and techniques to resolve ideas into
final artworks.
Through theory and practice, students will learn how to use a Digital SLR camera.
Students will:
Explore the elements of Art and Design
 Develop a knowledge of the history of photography
 Learn how to use studio equipment
 Learn how to use digital image editing software
Students will develop a portfolio of images which explore a wide range of photographic
styles and techniques and show their life through the lens.
Students will develop skills, knowledge and technical competence in the application of
two dimensional and three- dimensional art making processes and mediums. Students
will investigate a range of artists and create artworks with materials and techniques
including:
 Drawing
 Printmaking
 Painting
 3-Dimesnional / Sculptural
Students will learn to analyse and interpret contemporary and historical artworks and
gain an appreciation of diverse forms of art from a variety of times and cultures. Students
will maintain a visual diary as a record of their art experience.
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C REATIVE VISUAL > VISUAL COMMUNICATION
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students build on their awareness of how designers communicate ideas with a specific purpose, to a targeted
audience, using different visual communication design practices and viewpoints. They refine their personal aesthetic
through their development of knowledge, understanding and skills in making and responding to visual
communications. Students critically reflect on the contribution of visual communication designers to various
historical and cultural design movements. They adapt ideas and practices from selected designers and use them to
inform their own use of aesthetics when producing a range of visual communications. Students extend their
understanding of safe practices and their understanding of the roles of visual communication designers and their
audience in sustainability practices. Students choose to use sustainable materials, media, methods and technologies
when making visual communications.

V ISUAL COMMUNICATION
Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts.
Name

The Brief, The Build, The Brand

Outline

Students will explore design fields in order to communicate their ideas.
Students will learn and develop skills including:
 2-Dimensional drawing techniques
 3-Dimensional drawing techniques
 Rendering techniques
 Digital Software Programs
 Application of Design Elements and Principles
Students will develop an understanding of the design process and create a
portfolio that responds to a specific design brief.

C REATE V ISUAL > MEDIA ARTS
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students analyse how values and alternative viewpoints are
portrayed in the media artworks they make, interact with
and distribute.
Students use intent, structure, setting, characters and genre
conventions to evaluate how technical and symbolic
elements are manipulated to make representations and
meaning. They evaluate how social, institutional and ethical
issues influence the making and use of media artworks.
Students communicate alternative viewpoints in media
artworks for different community and institutional contexts.
They apply design, production and distribution processes to
the media artworks they produce. They also use a range of
media forms to promote and encourage audience
engagement with their production.
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MEDIA ARTS
Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts.
Unit

Course Outline

Students will learn how directors convey themes by analysing stylistic choices
in various texts. They will gain an understanding of film terminology and use
this to write an essay that encompasses the various creative choices a director
uses when making a film, to convey a number of themes.
Be a Film Maker

Using this knowledge students will write, direct and edit a short film. They will
learn to write in a script format, how to plan the length of a film, how to use
pre-production to plan the shooting of the film and editing techniques to
assemble their film for showcase. Students will also learn how to promote
their film by utilising traditional and 21 st Century media forms such as
photography stills, posters, podcasts, YouTube and social media accounts.

C REATE P ERFORMANCE > MUSIC
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students interpret, rehearse and perform solo and
ensemble repertoire in a range of forms and styles. They
demonstrate a developing personal voice and technical
control, expression and stylistic understanding. They use
general listening and specific aural skills to enhance their
performances and use knowledge of the elements of
music, style and notation to compose, document and
share their music.
Students aurally and visually analyse works and
performances of different styles. They evaluate the use
of elements of music and defining characteristics from
different musical styles. They use their understanding of
music making in different cultures, times and places to
inform and shape their interpretations, performances
and compositions.

MUSIC
Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts.
Name

Music Studio

Outline
Students will use music technology/Digital Audio Workstations (DAWs) via their learning
devices, to compose 1) a soundtrack to an animation or short film OR 2) a music track
(own choice of genre). Students learn how to record audio & midi tracks (acoustic and
digital instruments), mix digital music, and experiment and explore to create new
combinations of samples and sounds. Original music tracks are produced to a
professional standard and included on a ‘Music Studio Compilation Album’. In
understanding ethical concepts, students learn about the history of digital music and
consider different viewpoints in relation to the rise of electronic music, the decline of
acoustic/live music, and the extensive availability of music in the digital age.
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Music & Lyrics

Students will learn how to write a song. They will analyse musical composition through
a study of the processes and approaches used by legendary songwriters (protest songs,
love songs, current topical songs) and use their own favourite songs for research to
further explore their personal interest in song writing. Students will write lyrics using
literary devices and poetry techniques. They will compose using both traditional
manuscript and pen and digital musical notation software to consistently evaluate their
work using playback functions to edit instrumentation, style and musical genre. Students
will learn music theory and study harmony to create their original scores. All
compositions will be published in a hardcopy ‘Songbook Collection’. Students will
collaborate to perform and record their songs on a compilation album.

C REATE P ERFORMANCE > DRAMA
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students develop and sustain different roles and characters to realise dramatic intentions and engage audiences.
They perform devised and scripted drama in different forms, styles and performance spaces. They plan, direct,
produce, rehearse and refine performances. They select and use the elements of drama, narrative and structure in
directing and acting and apply stagecraft. They use performance and expressive skills to convey dramatic action and
meaning.
Students analyse the elements of drama, forms and performance styles and evaluate meaning and aesthetic effect
in drama they devise, interpret, perform and view. They use experiences of drama practices from different cultures,
places and times to evaluate drama.

DRAMA
Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one specialism from The Arts.
Name

The World is a Stage

Drama

Outline

Students will evaluate how the elements of drama, forms and performance styles in
scripts can provide meaning and make it entertaining for the audience. Students will
explore the drama and influences of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples and
those of the Asia region. They will investigate how over time there has been further
development of different traditional and contemporary styles of drama and that
dramatists can be identified through the style of their work, as they explore drama forms.
Students will make and respond to drama and learn meaning and interpretation, forms
and elements, and social, cultural and historical influences of drama. Students will work
in groups and individually. They will direct, act and apply stagecraft to engage audiences
incorporating different cultures, places and times.
Students will explore combinations of the elements of drama to develop and convey the
physical and psychological aspects of role, character, relationships and situations.
Students will learn about the use of voice and movement to sustain belief in character
as well as maintain focus and manipulate space and time, language, ideas and dramatic
action. They will experiment with mood and atmosphere, use devices such as contrast,
juxtaposition and dramatic symbol and modify production elements to suit different
audiences. Students will work individually and in groups. They will analyse the elements
of drama. Students will plan, direct, produce, rehearse and refine performances to
convey dramatic action and meaning.
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SPECIALISMS – HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students analyse the impact of attitudes and beliefs about
diversity on community connection and wellbeing.
Students access, synthesise and apply health information
from credible sources to propose and justify responses to
situations in the home, in the school and the community.
Students propose and evaluate interventions to improve
fitness and physical activity levels in their communities.
They examine the role physical activity has played
historically in defining cultures and cultural identities.
They explain the importance of cooperation, leadership
and fair play across a range of health and movement
contexts. They compare and contrast a range of actions
that could be undertaken to enhance their own and
others’ health, safety and wellbeing.
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Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one specialism from Healthy Lifestyles.
Unit

Time to Take Action!

Fit for Life!

The Great Outdoors

Beaumaris Sports
Enhancement

Super Coach

Course Outline
The level of health and wellbeing around the world varies. Students will explore reasons
why there are such variations in health status between low-and high-income countries.
By using all knowledge learnt throughout the unit, students will work collaboratively to
take action and will create their own global health promotion campaign. Students’
campaigns will aim to support the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals
by 2030 and promote overall health and wellbeing around the world.
Students will explore why it is important to be ‘fit for life’ and will develop the skills to
make positive lifestyle choices for their future. They will explore the psychology behind
behaviour change and increasing physical activity levels. Students will participate in
different types of leisure and recreation-based activities. They will create a lifestyle plan
tailored to achieving their individual goal to become ‘fit for life’.
Students will unpack what influences their ability to interact with the environment
through recreation. Students will learn in both theoretical and practical settings, with
both major projects being based around an over-night experience. The two major topics
are:
 Technology in recreation– Alpine environment experience
 Influences and impacts of recreation – Coastal environment experience
Students will research different types of recreation in the outdoors, the benefits of
getting outdoors for our health, developments in technology for access to the outdoors,
influence of recreation in culture, eco-tourism and the potential impacts of outdoor
recreation. Students will apply their research through developing strategies to improve
the recreation experience while reducing their impacts on the environment.
Students will select a sport to specialise in. Suggestions include; Girls AFL, Boys AFL,
Cricket, Basketball, Netball, Golf, Soccer, Tennis, Athletics and Swimming. However,
students may elect other sport options. Sports will depend on access to affiliated groups,
coaches and facilities. Students will be exposed to elite sports practices with sport
specific coaching provided from external affiliates. Students will participate in strength
and conditioning sessions facilitated by external affiliates. Over the course of the twoyear unit, during weekly theory sessions, students will learn elite sports practices and
sports coaching techniques, apply their knowledge of human anatomy and exercise
physiology to create training programs and study ethical issues in sport.
Students will explore some of the most successful sporting dynasties in history and
discover how coaches were able to lead their team to numerous championships through
strategies, training and maintaining a positive team environment. Students will learn
what it takes to become a successful coach in a sport of their choice. They will learn
about the different coaching styles, the impacts of over/under training athletes, while
also considering statistics from team performance to make judgments on how to best
coach their team. Students will be given the opportunity to collaborate with a local
primary school to put their skills and knowledge of coaching into a practical experience
and be given the opportunity to complete sports coaching accreditations.
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We are Australian
(Semester 2 Only)

Students will explore the health and wellbeing of Australians. They will develop their
understanding of the indicators used to measure and evaluate health status, and the
factors that contribute to variations between population groups within Australia
including:
 males and females
 those living within and outside of Australia’s major cities
 Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Students will create an initiative designed to improve the health status of the Indigenous
population. They will have the opportunity to trial this initiative with a local primary
school before travelling to the Northern Territory to implement it within a local
Indigenous primary school. Students will also undertake fundraising activities within the
Beaumaris community in order to provide funding for the equipment and supplies
necessary for each of their initiatives and these resources will be donated to the
Northern Territory Primary School.
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SPECIALISMS – DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students explain how people working in design and
technologies occupations consider factors that impact on
design decisions and the technologies used to create designed
solutions. They identify the changes necessary to designed
solutions to realise preferred futures they have described.
When creating designed solutions for identified needs or
opportunities students evaluate the features of technologies
and their appropriateness for purpose for one or more of the
technologies contexts.
Students create designed solutions for each of the prescribed
technologies contexts based on a critical evaluation of needs or
opportunities. They establish detailed criteria for success,
including sustainability considerations, and use these to
evaluate their ideas and designed solutions and processes. They
generate and connect design ideas and processes of increasing
complexity and justify decisions. Students communicate and
document projects, including marketing for a range of
audiences. They independently and collaboratively apply
sequenced production and management plans when producing
designed solutions, adjusting plans when necessary. They select
and use appropriate technologies skilfully and safely to produce
quality designed solutions suitable for the intended purpose.

Specialisms Overview
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Students must select at least one specialism from Design & Technology.
Name
Sustainable Food
Solutions

YOU ARE WHAT YOU
EAT:
Food as Medicine

Artisanship

Outline
Students will analyse current and future threats to worldwide food security and explore
existing initiatives and challenges to these to create their own solution to their chosen
issue.
Students will learn about the relationship between diet and disease and prepare a range
of healthy foods that contain therapeutic food to reduce disease. They will look at diet
related diseases addressed through the National Health Priority Areas, and guidelines for
successful health promotion program recommended by the Social Model of Health and
the Ottawa Charter. Students will explore current and future threats related to
worldwide changing food patterns and supply, processed foods, high fat, sugar and salt
diets in both developing and developed countries. They will analyse existing government
and non-government initiatives and legislations and assess the pros and cons of such
strategies. They will also investigate how food myths and fads have been challenged and
community perspectives shifted, when planning a community health initiative. Students
will examine foods that decrease risks and find supporting and disputing research of
efficacy. They will design and produce a diet related program; including a menu planner
which includes recipes, and dietary advice for the health promotion program/ disease of
their choice.
Students will discover the invigorating, rewarding and challenging nature of perfecting
woodwork and metalwork techniques. “Artisanship” does not attempt to fit such skills
into the usual context of technology and mass-production. Instead, drawing on the
philosophies of Pugin, Ruskin and William Morris, Artisanship re-frames the learning of
practical skills as vital for resilience, wellbeing and connectedness, while scaffolding
numeracy and problem-solving abilities. Following the principles of the Arts and Crafts
movement, students will select an existing timber and/or metal product which they will
then reverse-engineer, re-design and make. They will discover for themselves just how
relevant a 19th-Century anti-industrialist movement can be in addressing 21 st Century
challenges of burnout, anxiety and unsustainable consumerism.

SPECIALISMS – LANGUAGES
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FRENCH
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students use written and spoken French to socialise with
peers, teachers and other French speakers in local contexts
and online environments. They communicate about
immediate and personal interests and involvements (family,
friends, interests), and some broader social and cultural issues
(health, social media, international experience, the
environment). They approximate rhythms and intonation
patterns of extended and compound sentences, using syllable
combinations, and building fluency and accuracy in
pronunciation, pitch and stress. They locate, interpret and
analyse information from different print, digital and
community sources, and communicate information, ideas and
views in a range of contexts using different modes of
presentation. They use expressive and descriptive vocabulary
to talk about feelings and experiences. They create imaginative and performative texts for a range of purposes such
as, entertaining or persuading. They use French to narrate and describe, matching modes of presentation to context
and intended audience. They create bilingual texts (guides, event commentaries, cultural glossaries), and interpret
observed interactions in terms of cultural practices and comparisons.
Students recognise differences between spoken and written forms of French, comparing these with English and other
known languages. They recognise the importance of non-verbal elements of communication, such as facial
expressions, gestures and intonation. They notice differences in familiar text types, such as greetings, instructions
and menus, commenting on differences in language features and text structures. They build metalanguage for talking
about language (formal and informal language, body language) and for reflecting on the experience of French
language and culture learning. They recognise relationships between parts of words (suffixes, prefixes) and stems of
words (préparer, préparation; le marché, le supermarché, l’hypermarché). Students recognise the validity of different
perspectives, and make comparisons across languages and cultures, drawing from texts which relate to familiar
routines and daily life (la vie scolaire, la famille, les courses, les loisirs, la cuisine). They explain to others French terms
and expressions that reflect cultural practices (bon appétit, bonne fête). They reflect on their own cultural identity in
light of their experience of learning French, noticing how their ideas and ways of communicating are influenced by
their membership of cultural groups.
This is a year-long specialism.
French Topic

La routine quotidienne
et
les tâches ménagères
[Daily Routine and
Chores]

Les vacances et les loisirs
[Holidays and Leisure]

Topic Description
Students will use expressive and descriptive language to talk about their daily routines,
chores, experiences and feelings. They will create performative texts for a range of
purposes such as, entertaining and persuading. They will compare daily life routines and
interests of French teenagers with their own. They will recognise the form and function
of reflexive verbs (se laver, se lever) and use appropriate forms of possessive adjectives
in own language production. They locate, interpret and analyse information from
different print, digital and community sources, and communicate information, ideas and
views in a range of contexts using different modes of presentation. They will locate
authentic examples or their own families to compare and relate to familiar themes (la
vie scolaire et la famille). They reflect on their own cultural identity as they experience
learning French.
Students will study and analyse the seasons, geography of Europe and travel experiences
of French and Australians. They will create bilingual texts such as travel guides, travel
blogs or event commentaries, and interpret observed interactions in terms of cultural
practices and comparisons. Students will present details of a holiday destination and aim
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La Nourriture et la Santé
[Food and Health]

L’avenir et la technologie
[Future and Technology]

to persuade readers. They will provide their opinions, justify and give reasons for their
travel choices. Students will use near future tense, simple comparatives (plus … que et
moins … que) and expressions of opinion (selon, je pense que …).
Students will investigate lifestyle and eating habits of young Australians and French. They
will present their activities, interests and participation in school and on weekends. They
will reflect on the value they place on a healthy lifestyle, their own eating and social
habits. Students will finally create an informative text giving advice to a friend who is
desperate to change his/ her lifestyle. They will apply past tense (avoir and être) and
imperative tense to provide recommendations to this friend. They will include clear
examples such as sport, activities, diet and social life.
Students will be introduced to different styles of homes in France - urban areas and
regional parts. They will learn about technological advancements and popular alternate
energy sources. They will draw comparisons and make decision about their choices when
designing their ideal home. They build metalanguage for talking about language and for
reflecting on the experience of French language and culture learning. They will listen to
authentic language such as Benabar’s song ‘Four walls and a roof’ to compare the
concept of a ‘dream home’. Students will learn essential vocabulary, use simple future
and some conditional tenses. They will use French to narrate and describe, matching
modes of presentation to context and intended audience. Students will finally create a
video tour of their ideal home (Ma maison idéale).

JAPANESE
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students use written and spoken Japanese to interact with
peers, the teacher and other Japanese speakers to exchange
information and opinions about personal interests and
experiences. With support they share information about
broader topics of interest, such as education, travel, sport,
teenage life and popular culture. When collaborating in
shared tasks and activities, they use set phrases and modelled
language to transact and make arrangements, for example,
asking what somebody is doing next week and responding in
a culturally sensitive way. Students ask and respond to
questions, such as ‘how many?’ using spontaneous language.
They provide explanations, opinions and reasons using the
appropriate grammar forms. They maintain and extend
interactions by requesting repetition or clarification and by
using culturally appropriate backchanneling and provide
opportunities for others to do so. Students read and write
hiragana and known kanji, read katakana, and write familiar
katakana words, including elongated vowels, double
consonants and contractions. They analyse and extract information from a range of spoken and written texts and
multimodal sources. They understand gist and predict the meaning of unfamiliar words and expressions from
context, grammatical and vocabulary knowledge. Students create and present informative and imaginative texts,
taking into account audience and purpose and using appropriate grammar patterns. They extend or qualify their
message by using adverbs and link ideas by using conjunctions. Students translate and interpret texts, explaining
words and expressions that are difficult to translate and those with embedded cultural meanings, such as those when
exiting or returning to a home. They describe their reactions to intercultural experiences and reflect on how their
own assumptions and identity influence and are influenced by their language use.
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Students identify the functions of different scripts within texts: how hiragana is used for particles, conjunctions, and
verb and adjective endings; katakana for borrowed words and some onomatopoeia; and kanji for nouns and verb
and adjective stems. They apply their understanding of kanji to identify word boundaries and know its role in assisting
with the identification of linguistic elements. They understand that languages change over time through contact with
other languages and cultures and identify the impact of technology and media on contemporary forms of
communication, for example, the widespread adoption of English terms into Japanese, such as copipe for copy-paste.
Students explain how Japanese cultural values such as the importance of community, in and out groups, respect, and
consideration for others are embedded in language.
This is a year-long specialism.
Japanese Topic

Katakana and Food

Daily Routine

Sports and Hobbies

Weather and Seasons

Topic Description
Students will learn to read and write the katakana script and its functions, particularly
when using gairaigo or loan words in Japanese. Students will learn to describe foods and
discuss different mealtimes while comparing how meals differ between Australia and
Japan. Students will further their knowledge of verbs when discussing meals and they
will locate authentic Japanese examples of menus and other authentic texts. Students
will describe their likes and dislikes relating to different foods and investigate the origins
of a variety of Japanese food items.
Students will use expressive and descriptive language to talk about their daily routines
and experiences. Students will learn common phrases when leaving or returning to a
home in Japan and deepen their cultural knowledge. Students will learn a variety of verbs
and different verb tenses to better describe their daily routines and will investigate how
the lives of Japanese teenagers differ to their own and look at the different school
systems in Japan. Students will investigate issues common to Japanese school students
such as compulsory club activities and school lunches and debate the pros and cons of
these practices. Students will locate and interpret information from a variety of sources
including print and digital mediums to further investigate these topics and express their
opinions in Japanese.
Students describe their interests and hobbies and continue to read and write using
hiragana, katakana and an increasing number of kanji in all texts. Their writing is more
sophisticated, using connectives and conjunctions, and they engage with more complex
language structures. Students begin expressing their opinions on different hobbies and
sports. Students will investigate an influential person and develop a list of questions so
they can conduct a roleplay where they will interview their chosen person on their
hobbies and interests.
Students will study and analyse the seasons of Japan and look at how seasons in Japan
influence its culture. They will look at authentic examples of travel-based literature and
create their own bilingual texts such as travel brochures, and role plays based on a
variety of travel situations. Students will look at common travel practices in Japan and
compare these to their own experiences. Students will complete a profile on a Japanese
tourist destination and aim to persuade readers to investigate their chosen destination
further. Students will learn to describe the weather in Japanese using adjectives and
provide detailed information on different destinations in Japan and their typical weather
conditions. Students will design and perform a weather broadcast demonstrating their
understanding of the content in the unit.

C ODING
This is a year-long specialism and must be selected in both Semester 1 and Semester 2.
Name

Outline
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Coding

Students will develop fundamental future skills that design the online worlds they
inhabit. Coding is a new form of literacy that contributes to a new economy. Students
will learn about the language of coding with its limitations and capabilities. They will be
introduced to a variety of programming languages. Students will learn to understand
syntax, design algorithms and validate and test those cases. Students will use data to
inform their design and programming decisions. They will use object-oriented
programming to begin building software for a web-based audience.

SPECIALISMS – OUR WORLD
HISTORY
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
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Students refer to significant events, the actions of
individuals and groups, and beliefs and values to identify
and evaluate the patterns of change and continuity over
time. They analyse the causes and effects of events and
developments and explain their significance. They explain
the context for people’s actions in the past. Students
evaluate the significance of events and analyse the
developments from a range of perspectives. They evaluate
the different interpretations of the past and recognise the
evidence used to support these interpretations.
Students sequence events and developments within a
chronological framework and identify relationships
between events across different places and periods of time.
They locate and select historical sources and identify their
origin, purpose and content features. Students explain the
context of these sources to identify motivations, values and
attitudes. They compare and contrast historical sources and
evaluate their accuracy, usefulness and reliability. Students analyse the different perspectives of people in the past
and evaluate how these perspectives are influenced by the significant events, ideas, location, beliefs and values. They
evaluate different historical interpretations and contested debates. Students construct and communicat e an
argument about the past using a range of reliable sources of evidence. In developing these texts and organising and
presenting their arguments, they use historical terms and concepts, evidence identified in sources, and they use
consistent referencing of these sources.

HISTORY
Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one specialism from Our World.
Unit

‘Children of the
Revolution, children of
the Modern Age’

Venture Victoria

Herstory

Course Outline
Students will study the making of the modern world from 1750 to 1918 and Australia
from 1918–present. They will cover the period of industrialisation and the rapid changes
in the ways people lived, worked and thought. Students will examine child labour during
the Industrial Age, which led to historical changes to policy and law. They will place
emphasis on education, work and health, making comparisons between the industrial
and modern age including, current ethics around global child labour and sweat shops.
The PBL of this unit is designed to prepare students for skills associated with VCE
Extended Investigation and VCE History.
Students investigate the history and development of Melbourne and Victoria. They study
the people, events, and culture of Victoria after European settlement to today. Students
will research topics such as; settlement of Port Phillip Bay and Melbourne, early colony
life, the Victorian Gold Rush & Eureka Stockade, Ned Kelly, The Melbourne Cup, the
Victorian Football League, 1901 Federation, The Great Depression, Victoria during the
Wars, 1956 Melbourne Olympics, migration and multi-culturalism, modern Melbourne
and the urban sprawl and the future of Victoria.
Students will analyse history and patterns of change from 1750 to the present from a
female perspective. They will evaluate how different historical interpretations are
influenced by significant events, ideas, beliefs and values. They will investigate society,
science, media, work, war, family, politics and sport through the lens of gender. They will
learn about how women led movements for rights and freedoms across Australia and
the world. They will identify the motivations, values and attitudes that have changed the
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Events that Changed the
World

role of women over time. Students will draw conclusions about why women have or
have not found equality throughout history. They will locate areas which could be
improved regarding gender equality.
Students will evaluate patterns of change and continuity over time through the
significant events in world history since 1750. They will investigate how the modern
world and Australia were influenced by these events. Student will compare and contrast
a variety of historical sources and evaluate their usefulness, accuracy and reliability in
understanding world events. Students will investigate the causes and triggers of events
like the World Wars, Industrial Revolution, Reconciliation, and terrorism. Students will
explain the reason of peoples’ actions in the context of the past and support their
interpretations with a range of historical resources and evidence.

G EOGRAPHY
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students predict changes in the characteristics of places over time and identify implications of change for the future.
They identify, analyse, and explain significant spatial distributions and patterns and significant interconnections
within and between places, and identify and evaluate their implications, over time and at different scales.
They evaluate alternative views on a geographical
challenge and alternative strategies to address this
challenge, using environmental, social and economic
criteria, explaining the predicted outcomes and further
consequences and drawing a reasoned conclusion.
They ethically collect relevant geographical data and
information from reliable and useful sources. They select,
organise and represent data and information in different
forms, using appropriate digital and spatial technologies
and through special purpose maps that conform to
cartographic conventions. They analyse and evaluate
geographical data, maps and information using digital and
spatial technologies and Geographical Information
Systems as appropriate to develop identifications,
descriptions, explanations and conclusions that use
geographical terminology.

G EOGRAPHY
Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one specialism from Our World.
Name

Outline
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Local Landscapes

Way of the Land

Students investigate and explore Environmental Science in a local context. This subject
will cover aspects of catchment hydrology, freshwater ecology, assessment of local
rivers, streams and wetlands. Classification of aquatic and terrestrial organisms of
Bayside and local food webs are also included. Students will participate in the Beaumaris
Secondary College wetland assessment and monitoring program where data collection
will contribute towards long term management of the wetland. Local professional
experts will work with the students undertaking investigations and fieldwork of the
history and geology of local landforms, Integrated Pest plant and animal Management
(IPM) and Long Hollow Heathland bushland and vegetation management and
maintenance. Experiences: Botanic Gardens Herbarium visit and/or Cranbourne Botanic
Gardens Port Phillip Catchment Fieldwork experience Water watch sampling of
Karkarook and or Edithvale Wetlands with Parks Vic Fossil hunting at Beaumaris Bay Bats
of Long Hollow reconnaissance.
Students will discover the different ways our land is perceived, managed and impacted.
Students will look through the lens of Indigenous Australians, Park Rangers
(conservation), and farmers. They will participate in excursions to experience National
Park management, farming and urban design. Students will plan and prepare for a twonight hike, considering the minimal impact code, the landscape, food and equipment.
Students will create their own ‘paddock to platter’ design, to minimise impacts such as
food kilometres, resource depletion and more.

C IVICS & C ITIZENSHIP
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students evaluate features of Australia’s political system and identify and analyse the influences on people’s electoral
choices. They compare and evaluate the key features and values of systems of government and analyse Australia’s
global roles and responsibilities. They analyse the role of the High Court and explain how Australia’s international
legal obligations influence law and government policy. They explain the key principles of Australia’s system of justice
and analyse the role of Australia’s court system. They analyse a range of factors that influence identities and attitudes
to diversity. Students evaluate a range of factors that sustain democratic societies and analyse ways they can be
active and informed citizens in different contexts, taking into account multiple perspectives and ambiguities.

C IVICS & C ITIZENSHIP
Specialisms Overview
Students must select at least one specialism from Our World.
Name

The Future

For the Greater Good

Outline
Students will create a news report set in the year 2030. By researching current
world events and affairs, they will develop sufficient knowledge and skills to
make an informed conjecture about the future of the world. Case studies will
cover topics such as Brexit, North Korea, the Spratley Islands, and Israel; Fake
news and WikiLeaks; Pandemics, climate change and WMDs; and scientific
progress in medicine, GMO foods, social media, robotics and AI. One catch: This
collaborative “news report” takes the format of a personalized online social
news stream. The whole learning team will contribute content and
subsequently discover the extent to which reader preferences can cause them
to not know about what is taking place.
Students will learn about what it means to be a citizen in a pluralist society like
Australia. They will investigate the role of political parties and independent
representatives in Australia’s system of government, including the formation of
governments. Students will investigate the influence of global events, the
media, and social media in shaping the identity, attitude and political choices of
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Australia. They will understand the importance of global citizenship through
contemporary examples of Australia’s roles and responsibilities including
Foreign Aid programs, peacekeeping, refugee policies and the United Nations.
They will present a variety of ways that they can be active informed citizens in
the modern world which is facing ongoing challenges to democracy.

ECONOMICS & B USINESS
Victorian Curriculum Course Overview
Students explain the importance of managing consumer and business financial risks and rewards and analyse the
different strategies that may be used when making decisions. They explain the nature of innovation and why
businesses need to create a competitive advantage. Students discuss ways that this may be achieved and the
enterprising behaviours and capabilities that could be developed by individuals to assist the work and business
environments. Students analyse the reasons why and how the work environment is changing and discuss the
implications this has for individuals, businesses and the economy. Students identify economics and business trends,
explain relationships and make predictions. They generate alternative responses to familiar, unfamiliar and compl ex
problems considering multiple perspectives, and using cost-benefit analysis and appropriate criteria to propose and
justify a course of action. Students analyse the intended and unintended effects of economic and business decisions
and the potential consequences of alternative actions.
All students will study Economics & Business as part of the Innovate Course.

YEAR 9 SPECIALISM CHARGES
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SUBJECT

2020
Cost

2020 COSTING BREAKDOWN

PLANNED EXCURSIONS

$45.00

§ Oxford MyEnglish 9 Victorian
Curriculum Student Book + obook
assess + Upskill (~$30)
§ Notebook ($5)
§ Photocopying ($10)

$102.00

Notebook ($5)
§ Photocopying ($10)
§ Games ($30)

International Games Week
excursion in Melbourne. $57

Be an Author

$105.00

§ Writer's Notebook ($5)
§ Photocopying ($10)
§ Class set of Rich & Rare ($25)

$30.00 Potentially published
copy of their best writing
pieces in a class book.
$35.00 - Incursion

Good and Evil

$0.00

No Cost

No Cost

$70.00

§ Graphic novel TBC ($30)
§ Reflection Journal ($5)
§ Photocopying ($5)

IMAX Excursion ($30 each
approx.)

$70.00

§ Novel TBC ($25)
§ Reflection Journal ($5)
§ Photocopying ($5)

Incursion from The Stella
Schools 'The Personal is
Political' or Keynote speaker
(Alice Pung)($35) OR could
use Michael Pryor

Walk the Talk

Games as Text

Film as Text

Cultural Lens

The Greatest Novels
of All Times

$70.00

French

$95.00

Japanese

$30.00

§ Two novels will be studied. Each
novel costs approximately $25.
§ Students will hear from a guest
speaker
§ Some photocopying will be
required for close analysis. - $5
§ Resource materials $45 §
Teaching Learning material $10
§ Resource Materials ($30)

Marine Sanctuary

$410.00

§ Resources for Practical Activities
($15)

DNA of Building
Dinosaurs

$98.00

§ Resources for Practical Activities
($20)

Guest Speaker- $15

§ Incursion/ Excursion $40
Excursions - Reef/Beach
Field Trips Ricketts Pt. ($78)
§ Excursions - Snorkelling
($106)Portsea Snorkelling
Excursion – Sea Dragons and
Seals at Popes Eye ($211)
Bioeyes incursion ($10)
§ Beaumaris Bay Excursion
($13)
§ Dinosaur Discovery
Excursion ($55)
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CSI: Crime Scene
Investigations Forensic Science

Survival Skills
Cooking with
Chemistry
The Big Bang

$95.00

§ Printing costs $20 § Student
resources costs $20

$170.00

§ Laboratory consumables
(including survival tools, flint,
solder, heat shrink, first aid, shelter
materials, chemical supplies) $60

$200.00

Cost of food materials

§ Incursion: Sticks and
Stones Wilderness 101
($110)

TBC

Venture Victoria

$65.00

Local Landscapes

$200.00

The Future

$0.00

§ $5 photocopy
§ $10 resources for PBL tasks
§ Resource Materials ($50)
All materials (device, pens, paper,
video cameras) covered by school
facilities

Way of the Land

$620.00

§ Materials and resources $11

Her story
Events that changed
the world
Children of the
Revolution

$10.00

§ $10 resources for PBL tasks

For the Greater Good

$10.00

Beaumaris Sports
Enhancement

$1,000.00

Time to Take Action!

$120.00

Fit for Life

Excursion to Court ($15)
student to use own
mykiExcursion to Swinburne
Uni
• Excursion $40 per student

$10.00
$10.00

$70.00

$50 excursions to places
around Victoria
$150 - Fieldwork trips
N/A
• Overnight Hike, Great
Ocean Walk $294
o• DEWLP – conservation
$105
o• Farm Tour – Anglesea
$105
• Green building/urban
green design excursion $105

§ $10 resources for PBL tasks
§ $10 resources for PBL tasks
§ $10 resources for PBL tasks
Year 9
-Skills Coaching Session
80(2 per week)x$7.50 per
student=$600
-Strength and Conditioning Session
40(1 per week)x$7.50 per student
= $300
- Fitness Testing- 2x $25 = $50
-Transport/Bus to and from a Gym
($150)
§ Resource materials (including
photocopying, stationary…etc) $10
§ $10 for resource materials
(including stationary /
photocopying / equipment
maintenance)

Excursions/Incursions - $110
Jump Central excursion
Lawn Bowls
Yoga or Pilates or Zumba
Class
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$60.00)

§ Equipment maintenance
§ Course materials

Super Coach

$30.00

We are Australian

$2,250.00

§ Resource Materials ($25.00)

$1,050.00

§ Materials $30
o Books – resources
o Online subscriptions
o Learning materials

The Great Outdoors

The Brief, the Brand,
The Build

$125.00

Life through the Lens

$90.00

The Heart of It

$80.00

Art-iculate

$80.00

Be a Filmmaker

Mathematics

Materials & equipment such as:
• $40 of materials: cartridge paper,
mountboard, drafting film,
foamcore, presentation boards,
inks, markers,
• $10 fineliners
• $20 T-square
• $15 set squares
• $10 60cm steel ruler
§ Hire of cameras $30
§ Class Sets of stationary (glue
sticks, scissors, tapes) $10
§ Printing Inks and papers for finals
$10
§ Student Printing Credit $10
• Supply of art materials including
but not limited to:
o Papers, pastels, pencils, charcoal,
inks, paints, canvasses, print
making materials, clay, glazes, kiln
$50
Supply of art materials including
but not limited to:
Papers, pastels, pencils, charcoal,
inks, paints, canvasses, print
making materials, clay, glazes, kiln
$50

Northern Territory Camp (7
days)
• Baw Baw Camp 2 days
$426
• Phillip Island Camp 2 days
($286)
• Stand Up Paddle x 2 $35 x
2
• Mountain Bike $135
• Fishing x 2 $35 x 2

Top Designs Excursion $30

Street Art – Hosier Lane
Excursion $30

Excursion to city art spaces
$30

Excursion to Top Arts + NGV
Exhibition $30

$50.00

§ USB $10 per student
§ Mouse $5 per student
§ Photocopying $5 per student
§ Headphones $10 per student

Incursion - $20

$30.00

Problem solving materials and
photocopying ($30.00)

Incursion ($6) and Australian
Maths Comp/Challenge
($10)
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Introduction to
Calculus

Music Studio

$5.00

TBC

§ $5
§ Workshop excursion - Ableton
live electronic music production at
the Arts Centre ($22 per student)
§ Transport – (?)
§ Music software license for
Ableton live (TBC)

Music & Lyrics

$90.00

The World is a Stage

$0.00

§ Recording studio and sound
technician hire ($40 per student)
§ Resource materials [lyrics
notebook, music theory/song
writing textbook] ($40 per student)
§ Printing/publishing costs for
Songbook
($10 per student)
§ $15 resources for PBL tasks

Drama

$85.00

§ $35 resources for PBL tasks

$15.00

§ $20 resources for PBL tasks

$150.00

§ $150 resources for PBL tasks

Sustainable Food
Solutions
You are what you Eat:
Food as Medicine

Artisanship

$190.00

Coding

$20.00

Innovate > Extended
investigations

$250.00

GOAL

$90.00

§ Timber, acrylic, glue, screws,
nails, rivets, hingers, domino joints,
resin, silicone moulding,
sandpaper, oil, stain, varnish &
lacquer, paint, drill bits, scroll saw
blades, gloves, cloths, chemicals,
paintbrushes etc.
§ $20 resources for PBL tasks
2 student projects semester 1 and
Semester 2 ($165) all resource
materials. Robtotics $50, 3d
printer ($35)
PAT M/R subscriptions/Testing
($15.00)
Resource materials ($10.00)
Learning Curve ($5.00)

Showcase
performance/album launch
at outside venue TBC

Excursion to a performance
$50

$60.00 - Wellbeing days X 2
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